The Report Given below is Just a Sample
Report for Reference
SECTION – A)
DETAILS

Your BIRTH DATA & OTHER

Dear XYZ:
It would be a pleasure for us to
be able to help you with your query

Your Birth & Other details:
20 July 1979
8:20 AM
Kanpur
Your Planets in Signs










SUN in Gemini
MOON in Taurus
JUPITER in Taurus
RAHU(Dragon’s Head)- In Aquarius
MERCURY in Taurus
VENUS in Cancer
KETU(Dragon’s Tail) in Leo
SATURN in Sagittarius
MARS in Cancer

Your Planets in Houses










SUN in 11th house
MOON in 10th hsoue
JUPITER in 10th house
RAHU(Dragon’s Head)
MERCURY in 10th house
Venus in 12th house
KETU(Dragon’s Tail)
SATURN is in 5th house
MARS in 12th house

Why Your Horoscope Or Kundli is so Important
in Life?:

Just like scientists and engineers have developed
electron energy based internet, computers or Mobile
phones for that matter- ancient rishis and sages in
India have discovered the subtle laws of cosmos
based on Pranic energy
So your horoscope or kundli is alike a biometric
passport that has registered the Unique planetary
energy existing at the time of your birth Which can
exactly tell you – which areas of life like
career/job/marriage/love/relationships/children/forei
gn travel etc you could be a success or your could
fail and why? It also tells you how to be a success in
life by avoiding pitfalls and following the remedies
well The complete Horoscope report below tells you
your strong points and life and weak points as well
and gives you remedies on how to solve the weak
points

Your Lagna & Navamsa Horoscope Details:

What do the 12(twelve) house

represent in your Horoscope?
Various houses in your horoscope
represent various aspects of your life
Like the first house represents your
personality or your physical body This is
your ascendant and is most important
thing in your life which should be strong
enough for you to be a success
Your second house represents your wealth
and status and the third house (shourya
bhava)is your initiative and people you
connect to The fourth house(matri bhava)
is your home/mother and yes property The
fifth house(Putra bhava) represents your
deep thinking and children and victory in
lottery
The sixth house(Ari bhava) is the house fop
obstacles or vighna The seventh house is
the Yuvati bhava- the house for sex/love
and relationships The eighth house is the
Randhr bhava, this rules
obstacles/death/longevity and accidents
The ninth house rules the dharma bhava or
the house luck /fortune and past life karma
The tenth house is the karma bhava or the
house of action or job/career The eleventh
house is the labha bhava or the house of
gains and salary The twelfth house is the
Vyaya bhava or the house of
expenditure/foreign travels and secret sex
and love affairs. Your 12 Houses Analysis &

Predictions

SECTION – B) Your FULL HOROSCOPE- 12
HOUSES ANALYSIS
· FIRST HOUSE [UDAYA/TANU BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
personality, looks, attitude, temperament and basic
strength of your horoscope.
The lord of the horoscope or kundli is Leo or sun
the planet surya This is forming a raja Yoga in the
eleventh house This clearly suggest a lot of gains
for you and earnings in life but with your initiative
Your sun is strong enough sitting in the tenth
house of career on Venus or shukra as its dispositer
This Venus is strong enough in 12th hsoue.So
suggest that you could get a very good position in
life in career- but that only n either travelling job or
foreign lands as Venus the dispositer is sitting in the
twelfth house of foreign travels
Dev Guru Jupiter is blessing your planet sun or
surya leading to expansion and growth in life and
your kids could make you feel very proud
Your Nakshatra or birth star is Mula- giving you the
ability to think deeply and solve complex problems
easily Mula could give you a lot of anger as well so
that you will have to be careful about the same
Sexual impulses need to be properly channelized for
success
Sun Gives you a very strong personality and also
being in 11th house gives you a lot of respect in
society for sure
As suggested earlier Sun is good vitality at timesthis could be easily taken care of by doing Yoga

Particularly the exercise of suryanamskaras would
be very beneficial for you to attain full potential of
your body
As sun is weak in digbala,You may tend to be too
dominating at times- a thing which if avoided could
win you friends Bu at the same time you could be
very caring and have a religious bent of mind-rooted
in ancient customs
Sun or surya is karaka for this house- so all the
effects given below would be magnified
You can become popular, but slightly short
tempered at times,
In the periods when sun is weak in transit:
Oct/Nov and December to some extent in general,
You will have to be careful of the problems arising
due to circulation of blood ,eyesight, headaches
,and bones and may be take special care of weak
immune system and avoid any kind of indulgence
There might be some amount of ambition in your
personality as you are influenced both by sun and
Jupiter Following your goals with discipline will help
you achieve the same
You have to remember that you will progress
through your own efforts and yes gains are
promised

Your chart indicates a deep interest in
religion and philosophy/occult astrology) as
of your personality as planet moon is very
close to Jupiter
As sun is sitting as weak dispositer Venus, You
will take sudden decisions and will surprise
everyone with that You may have qualities like
self-discipline, frugality in spending money,
responsibility, maturity, dedication to hard work
and sobriety
Also you may have some traits or thought
processes which are not in conformity with the
present society It could be some different way of
thinking as well
Your main drawbacks will be egoism, sudden
impulse of emotions and may be not being able
to sick to one thing

· SECOND HOUSE [DHANA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to
your family life, speech, thinking patters and
accumulation of wealth, success in investments,
income source and general level of affluence
The lord of the second house is mercury or budhawhich is fair enough in your tenth house of career
This is a good raja Yoga and denotes success in
IT(information technology), computers or
accountancy and yes mathematics

Planet Jupiter would give you great growth Good
gain of position in above areas is suggested

As per classics like brihat parashar hora shastra
As Dhan’s Lord is in Karma Bhava, the you could
be honourable and learned;
He could be having many wives and much wealth,
but he could be bereft of filial happiness This has
not been taken literally, only part of it is true
As mercury rules your eleventh house and also
your second house, You have to take special care
about keeping your skills sharpened and your
earning capacity

As mercury again sits on a dispositer of
Venus that sits in the house of
vayay/expenditure that is the twelfth
house, You may want to put in the habit of
earning and accumulating and not spending
in impulse
You may not be very incisive or calculating about
money matters This awareness needs to be built
up for your own benefit
There is a chance that you may save on trivialities
only to squander major amounts on luxuries and
expensive entertainment at an impulse
being the Leo sign You may enjoy being
entertained and served in a royal fashion
When financial affairs aren't in good order,
worrying about them can affect your health
Practice of communication skills would help you in
career as well
Please plan for future and save for the rainy dayas you could expect problems in money flow from
time to time
Anything dealing money flow or investment may
not be as lucky for you as compared to other people
So I would recommend caution
You may also take-up to singing to improve
on your communicative abilities
· THIRD HOUSE [SHOURYA BHAVA]:

· This house basically covers matters related to
your initiative, courage, competition,
communications ability, siblings, friends and
other associates
Your lord of the third house is Venus or shukra,
which is in the twelfth house of travel and outflows
which means you might travel a lot and connect to
foreigners in regard to career or business
As Venus rules the third hsoue,You will have artistic
and a creative talent
Mars the karaka for this third house of
shourya is weak- so extreme anger or
aggression should be avoided You might
deal with consideration and good deal
friendliness in groups

As Venus is in the sign of cancer, Your mind would
have artistic, and idealistic traits
Though you might be dominating- but still you
might use friendliness and care to resolve any
family conflicts arising
You express their ideas well
You are friendly and caring toward their brothers,
sisters, and neighbours
You like to travel in luxury
· FOURTH HOUSE [SUKHA/MATRU BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
parents, domestic harmony and the level of
happiness in life
The fourth house lord is mars that is weak in the
twelfth house. This house is ruled by mars, so may
not signify great in regard to property matters or
foreign travels You might travel to foreign lands –
but that may not be fruitful mostly Your stay in
foreign lands could be not so good
The karaka for this fourth house moon is strong
enough, exalted- so gives basic protection to mother
and also helps you think clearly
Given the lord ship of your kundli by sun and mars
is weak/debilitated in twelfth house- sexual conduct
should be proper at your end
You have strong feelings about the home and family
life

Certain matters regarding family matters are kept
locked away and very private
There could also be strong loyalty towards family
members
You don't waste time coming to their defence
when this becomes necessary
In return, you expect the complete respect and
loyalty of your family members
You have a sense of royalty, splendour, and
space in the home environment
Even if you are not born to this, it's very likely that
you will be living in the grand style later in life
You do a lot of growling around their family; it's the
nature of the beast

But the privilege to growl is confined to the king
Outsiders should not step on the toes of any
member of the family or they will know what it is to
have a lion at bay
Often there is a great deal of activity in the
basements of your homes or in your dens, and you
need your own private 'dens' somewhere
You will have to work hard to maintain good and
happy family life
There are indications of strong obstructions and
difference of opinions within the family- which could
affect the family peace All the remedial measures
suggested earlier in the report should be used
Taking special care of family members is
absolutely essential
· FIFTH HOUSE [ATMAJA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related
to your children, status and creative powers

The lord and karaka of children and thinking
and also education is Jupiter is sitting in
Kendra house of tenth/career It is fair enough
and gets strengthen in the Kendra house
So based on strength of Jupiter ,it suggest You
want to provide the best for your children,
even spoiling them
Jupiter could give you expansion and good fortune

You may be too inclined to make them religious
and self respecting individuals
You have a constant need to show off, and you
enjoy the thrill of any adventure

Jupiter & mercury together in the tenth cold give
You a good understanding of young people, and you
can get along with them so well because you treat
them with true respect as individuals
Your self-expression is marked with
optimism, high expectations and domination
Even if there are forces out there that
impede your progress, your spirit may still
stay high
You are artistic and creative, and usually flamboyant
You have to avoid any kind of aggression or
offensiveness against others or the group you may
move around The key to happiness is control of
emotions
You especially like religious and philosophical
dramas that give them insights into life's
significance
Control on impulses takes us a long way in life
· SIXTH HOUSE [VIGHNA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
enemies, health problems, debts, obstructions and
service to others
The lord of sixth house and karaka of the sixth house
is Saturn or shani is in the fifth house So this could
give some bad health and delays in your having kids
Keep the mind positive and avoid fights
As Saturn afflicts a benefic house of fifth, You have

to be careful about debts not growing
You may tend to pick work that is limiting and not
fulfilling
As suggested earlier- the body/health needs to be
taken care of So take special care for your health
You fail to count the cost of your attitude toward
work at times, eyeing only the achievements
As a supervisor, you could be stern in demands and
apt to be a disciplinarian

Saturn or shani being in the fifth house could
mean You being at times intensely serious about
their professions
Anyone who scoffs at your endeavours at work
will again have a lion to deal with
When you work you work hard You are organized
in you work
Ensure a constant flow of money to ensure that
the needs of the family are met on a constant basis
· SEVENTH HOUSE [KALATRA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related
to your marriage, partnerships and all other
relationships
The karaka for wife Venus also is not exceptionally
good
Her status might not be same as yours
Saturn rules this house and also aspects this house
and rules the sixth house of vighna- so health of
kids might affect your marital relationships There
could be frequent fight in relationship
You have a drive for independence in relationships
It often shows a degree of trouble on this account
You are more inclined to pick a partner who, like
yourself, is highly individualistic and independent
But at the same time based on your chart you may
chose a partner may be in an impulse

As our ascendant is Leo or sun ,You attempt,
nonetheless, to keep a tight rein on your mate,
though you may insist on maintaining much of
your personal freedom
You're the sort who wants to have your way, to
do what you want, when you want
This attitude doesn't lend itself very much to
marriage unless you can find a spontaneous person
who can adapt to your style

A mutual understanding must be reached
Partners will be friends, and the most fruitful
relationships for you are likely to be those that
remain detached, and those in which the two of you
are not so demanding upon one another
Your partner may have relatively stronger religious
inclinations and yes you could expect some amount
of caring nature as well
Expect your partner to have interest in religious
matters but might also be too conventional
, you would have divine grace in general to save
you from any trouble here
In partnerships, you like to be free
You are protected by dib\vine grace for a relatively
happier married life
You have an instinct to centralize things in
partnerships, and when you are married you want to
know, for no rational reason, the whereabouts and
activities of all
The king must know what his queen is up to
· EIGHTH HOUSE [GUHYA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to
unknown or hidden or suspicious issues, unearned
wealth, sudden losses of wealth and also property
and luck

Saturn the karaka of this house is just OK, so
could give you fair enough longevity and gains
As the lord of the eighth house is in the tenth
house of career, there could be great enough
impediments in career You might face more
than average obstacles
You have an OK intuition and sometimes even
psychic inclinations
There is worry and concern over joint financial
affairs,
Personal desires may have to be renounced

There is likely to be confusion or disappointment
concerning legacies and you may be deprived of
what you assumed was to be yours
The nature of Pisces is compassion, and in a
material sense, you are likely to be called on to
meet obligations and responsibilities to satisfy your
inner needs
You could be especially frequent pill poppers,
even if the pills are vitamins and minerals
Generally there are peculiar conditions
concerning inheritances, and many times
you inheritances are dissipated even before
you receive them
· NINTH HOUSE [DHARMA/BHAGYA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
level of luck, length of marital life, interest in
religion & spirituality and level of morality
The lord of this house is mars or Mangal is in 12th
house, which could make you successful in foreign
lands It could make you fairly religious- but as mars
is weak and Jupiter the karaka of ninth house is not
very strong , even despite hard work luck may not
support you much
You may preach dharma or ethics to people due to
presence of Jupiter in the tenth hsoue.So have an
optimistic and forward-looking spirit
You take the initiative in forming plans, realizing
that all enterprises begin with ideas

You have no problem visualizing your goal and you
are such a positive thinker that you are sure you
can get there
No matter how bad things get today, you know
they'll be better tomorrow
You're a trail blazer that loves to travel, but you
want to have the path well planned and know the
reason for the trip
You natives instinctively know that all things
originate in the Eternal
As a result of your visionary thought, your
creativity is often expressed dramatically

You do not want to be suppressed by traditional
religious forms
You tend to be crusaders for your ideals
Avoid getting into land deals
This house also indicates your interest in
occult9Like astrology)and philosophy
Avoid picking up any conflicts in general
· TENTH HOUSE [AGNYA/KARMA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
career, your Karma & the kind of deeds, your
authority and name

The lord of tenth house is Venus is a bit weak in
twelfth house, but still OK – this could give you
gains in regard to art and literature anything that
has to do with arts and also accountancy/IT
/computers and stocks and mercury is close to the
same
As sun is fair enough in the eleventh house this
could give you fair enough name and authority as
well
You have a drive to earn money in the main to
support a standard suitable to your high selfimage
You may have a strong drive for personal
prominence

You are possessive of what authority you may
develop and you find it difficult to relinquish the
reins of power
You could face a lot of constant
struggle/obstacles and inconstancy on the career
front
Also the chart indicates that changes in career
could be there as you may not be able to stick
for longer periods Sticking at one place and
building focus would help you greatly in the long
run
Avoid any tendencies to suddenly leaving jobs or
getting a bit emotional at job
This is in your best interest to either go for name
change or Vedic remedies to give your career the
right boost

You desire prominence and wealth- also a lot of
struggle on the professional front may make you
frustrated at times- so the best bet is to stay cool
· ELEVENTH HOUSE [LABHA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to
your gains and inflows from various sources

The lord of the eleventh house is mercury the
planet of money flows or finances and is fairly
placed in the tenth house of career So given your
quick intelligence and mathematical
ability(commerce/accountancy/CA/IT are good
areas for you)- you will do very well in services and
earn a good amount of money, This is confirmed by
Jupiter the karaka for money
You r inflow of money could have inherent delays
involved in it
There some divine grace in your case in case of
flow of money to you
You love loyal friends very easily
You could have inflows of money from more
than one source- but it would not be
commensurate to what you actually deserve
here
Some time trough to get desires support from
others
· TWELFTH HOUSE [VYAYA/ANTYA BHAVA]

· This house basically covers matters related to
sexual desires
& their fulfilment, losses, expenses, travels
to other countries and events beyond your
control
Your lord of twelfth house is moon or Chandra in
the tenth house of car5eer in Taurus sign or
vrishabha rashi.This could make you gain from
foreign lands- and also give you a great deal of
comfort in your job matters
The karaka for twelfth house is Saturn and is not
exceptionally strong, this could be strengthening
by chanting Om Namoha shivaye 108x as many
times possible daily
You could expect your dreams to be fulfilled with
much of troubles- but yes suddenly with quickness
at the end
Your expenses on your show could be high I
mean the projections that you want to make to
the society

You could be sexually very dominating and
aggressive at times Though it would be normal
activity for you in general
Your travels may not get you big gains- but do
expect small gains and take special care to protect
your image or reputation while travelling or picking
up any sort of deference when at travel You will be
successful then
You may travel to foreign lands- particularly in
periods of moon- but in general it may not be very
beneficial for you
Certain events may happen in your life which are
totally beyond your control- but may originate
due to some conflicts and might have a sudden
nature
You could reduce your too much worry by
Yoga and meditation
Yes, you may have good amount of struggle in lifebut the first thing is that stay cool and take the best
path (Without being impulsive) and then not to
worry Vedic remedies would take care of a lot of
matters

SECTION – C)

COMING 2 YEARS PREDICTIONS

You are running Rahu –Rahu Period Till May
2019 for coming 2 years
Rahu is sting on your 7th house ruled by sign
Aquarius or kumbha rashi. It is fairly strong- but
rahu being of un predictable nature could make you
travel to foreign lands especially in the year 2017
ending after Jupiter transit the Libra sign
Rahu aspects your eleventh house of wealth and
gains – so you might get an unexpected raise in
salary or a great foreign offer as rahu deals with
foreign lands
Rahu aspects your first house of self and image- so
follow the social norms and avoid any rash behaviour
this time Take good care of your image
The 9th aspect of rahu is in the third house of
initiatives and people around- so it clearly suggest
you could either travel to Arab countries or
USA(United states of America) by the end of this
year. As the transit Jupiter would also be in the third
house of your initiatives
CAREER:
You might have gains in terms of money at this
time, after September 2017.Also expect sudden
reversals in situations at office- if you behave
rashly this time. You could expect that an
organized effort would yield better dividends

especially in the year 2018/2019 – you may get a
promotion.
You may have to travel for work related matters
in September 2017 onwards. Avoid any kind of
lethargy creeping into work Your boldness at work
would pay off this time as an aspect on the house
of initiatives or shourya bhava ,is there.
FINANCE:
There could be Possible Boost up in income and
financial status as the eleventh house is being
aspected.There could be times when there is
restriction of money flow as well till July 2017 and
in 2019.Earlier savings and investments will be
fruitful for you. Due to aspect of rahu on the
ascendant. You may expect sudden gains and
losses
You should secure yourself from any legal matters in
the year 2018 and 2019.
LOVE & MARRIED LIFE:
There could be problems on the marital front- in till
July 2017. Also in 2019.Learn trusting each other
more as rahu afflicts your relationship house
.Recognition due to rahu will improve your social
value in 2018.Avoid any kind of mistrust from any
side in this period.

CHILDREN:
Some happiest occasion will make you pleased- they
will do very well especially after September 2017.
Your kids health needs to be protected- a constant
vigil would help as rahu afflicts the planet Jupiter
in your horoscope. Ensure that they are positive
and optimistic all the time. The key is to maintain
a good psychological bent of mind. Doing Yoga
would counter balance the negative impact of
rahu.
Remedies that would help you to be much
better in life & solve your concerns easily
As Saturn is something that could affect your
married life Also we need to strengthen the positive
energies of rahu The basic Upayas are given to you
For Saturn:
 Be considerate to servants and subordinates
 Offer simple salty food to birds
 Donate black pulses or mustard oil on Saturdays

 Donate to organizations that help the poor
people as much as you can

